
Match Report 

YJFL U.11’s Red Division  Round 14  28/07/2013 

Kew Rovers 2  V’s Brunswick Junior F.C. 

Dragons run out of puff 

The Dragons had a goal on the board within the opening 60 seconds of the game coming from great teamwork 

out of the centre and ending up with Julian who snapped truly. 

Fast ball movement, the Dragons were most dangerous when rebounding and breaking into a more open attack. 

Julian converted his second goal after Matthew marked and quickly kicked the ball into space for Julian to 

gather up and score with another snap shot. 

In form goal sneak, Jan arriving from Switzerland just this year (with his twin brother David), found a loose ball 

and took up the perfect opportunity to boot one through the big sticks to add to his goal tally for the season. 

Another goal assist and excellent ball use, Matthew played on from a mark at high intensity and speed, delivered 

the ball to a one on one contest with Lachlan awarded a free kick then shooting from a tight angle, the ball was 

directed straight over the goal umpires’ head. 

Having led after a polished second quarter Brunswick were washed away by wave after wave of blue and white 

after half time. 

Matthew who performed better than ever, was again in the thick of things in the final term when he marked on 

his chest in the middle of three opponents. He goaled, for the first time in his career. 

Kew Rovers gained control of the game in the third term and applied the blowtorch in the last quarter. 
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Best Players: Julian, Matthew, Ewan, Elias, Ty, Luke, Tom, George, Michael, James, Romney and Josh M. 

 Special mention to Dragons Captain, Julian who got the vote from the coach of Kew Rovers to 

receive the B.O.G. medal. 

Goals:  Julian 2, Jan, Lachlan and Matthew 

 

Charlie Menotti 


